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GAO has supported the major acguisition recommendations
of the Commission on Government Procurenent and the intent of
OBS Circular A-109 and monitored their isplemestation. thr£ve key
elements of A-109 are the determination of need in relatioa to
an agency's mission requiremenet, the examination of alternative
solutions, and the generation of the srximnu degree of
competition. The General Sevices Administration' s lGSAn) plans
for implementinq A-109 call for no substantive changes in its
current acquisition process which does not include some key
elements of the process recommended ty the oasmissicn. GSA and
the Office of Federal Procurement Policy have differing opinions
of A-109's application to public buildings but have not been

.orkinq to resolve these differences. GSA's determniaticE that a
need exists for a major building a:qjuisiticn generally results
from continuing surveys of Federal office space in ccomenities.
Market surveys are conducted through informal meetings. GSA's
approach differs from the A-109 apprcach in it£ presentation to
the Congress and in the level of coFpetiticn oatainSi. GSA
believes that its acquisition process accoz;lishes the spirit of
A-109 and that formal solicitation is not necessary. In response
to GAO recoammendations, GSA has taken several actions to correct
deficiencies in its procurement process and to collect
overcharges. Other aanagement areas discussed were GSA's
leadership role, agency reorgqaizatica, efficiency of GSAes
self-service stores, and administratico cf repair contracts.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, we are pleased

to appear at these hearings and will comment, as you requested,

on General Services Administration's (GSA) progress in implement-

ing OMB Circular A-109, as well as certain other matters relating

to the management of public buildings.

First, however, I would like to make a few background comments.

As you are well aware, the GAO fully supports the major acquisition

recommendations of the Commission on Government Procurement and the

intent of OMB Circular A-109. We have been monitoring the progress

of the the Executive Branch implementation of the Commission's

recommendations and have issued six progress reports on actions

taken.



We have also issued a report on mission budgeting, which

is closely related to the A-109 concept, and reports on three

Department of Defense weapon sy.ttem programs in which we

compared their acquisition with the Commission's recommended

acquis4tion process.

Our ongoing work in this area includes another review of

Executive Branch actions on the Cosmmission's recommendations

and a review of A-109 implementation progress by the Department

of Defense and four civil agencies--the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration, the Department of Transportation,

the Department of Energy, and the General Services Administration.

We began our review at GSA rear the end of May. Our tenta-

tative conclusions are:

--GSA's plans for implementing A-109 call for no substantive

changes in its current acquisition process which does not

include some key elements of the acquisition process

recommended by the Commission and included in A-109 by the

Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP).

--GSA and OFPP have differing opinions on A-109's application

to public buildings, but have not been working to resolve

these differences.

In our opinion, there are three key elements of A-109

--the determination of need in relation to an agency's

mission requirements,
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-- the examination of alternative solutions to leetinlg

that need, and

-- the generation of the maximum degree of competition

possible under the circumstances.

Although there has been some question of the applicability of

A-109 to the acquisition of Federal buildings, we think these

three elements are clearly just as important in this area as they

are in the acquisition of weapons systems.

GSA's determination that a need exists for a major acquisition

in the Public Buildings Service area will normally result

from (P1 continuing surveys of Federal office space in individual

communities (an activity required by statute), or (2) a Con-

gressional resolution directing GSA to survey the Federal space

needs of a given community. In addition, GSA becomes involved

in the building acquisitions by other agencies at different

points in the acquisition process. This involvement will be

discussed in more detail later in this statement.

While determining whether a need for a major acquisition

exists, GSA will identify and evaluate alternative means for

satisfying the need. This will be accomplished through GSA's

existing market survey procedures--where GSA officials hold

informal meetings with State and local officials, local planning

commissions, developers, professional societies, and other

appropriate groups.

After review at GSA Headquarters, a statement of the

need, a recommended solution, and data on other alternatives
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considered are presented to the GSA Administrator. CSA then

incorporates essentially this same information into a Prospectus

which, in accordance with law, it presents to the House and Senate

Public Works Committees. GSA is precluded by statute from

spending money on a project for construction, alteration, acqui-

sitions, or lease of buildings involving expenditures of over

$500,000 before the Prospectus has been approved by the Committees.

I would like to discuss the differences between this

approach and the A-109 acquisition framework. GSA's acquisition

process is dictated to a great extent by law and the long-

standing desires and practices of the congressional committees

responsible for reviewing, approvin:g, and fu.iding individual

projects.

The Commission and A-1U9 call for the agency head to approve

a mission need statement before the identification and explora-

tion of alternative system solutions. This requirement would

normally be communicated to Congress during the budget process so

that thie Conaress could consider the major needs of all agencies

and their relative priorities prior to decisions to initiate

new programs. GSA's approach differs from A-109 in that Congress

is presented Edith the requirement and a preferred solution at the

same time.

To some, this may not seem to be a significant variation,

but we do believe it shortcuts one of the key elements of A-109--

the full examination of alternatives in a competitive environment.
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Under A-109, after agency head approval of the mission need

statement, the agency would proceed to what OFPP has labeled

the key action in the acquisition process. Thii. is a formal

solicitation so that industry can respond to the mission need

with alternative concepts. Alternatives which might be pro-

posed to saLi-fy a Federal office space need include (1) use

of excess or surplus space, (2) joint use of existing Federal

buildings, ,3) purchase of a non-Federal buildi.lg, (4) leasing

of space. or (5) construction of a new building.

As described above, GSA uses its market survey techniques

to idertify alternatives and to arrive at a recommended solution

without a formal solicitation.

Another difference concerns the level of competition which

will be obtained. For construction projects; GSA normally selects

a single architect-engineer (A-E) firm from a list of qualified

firms. For leasing projects, GSA selects the lessor without

formal competition and then negotiates the lease price.

The Procurement Commission and A-109, however, strongly

favor open competition. Leasing, new construction, and other

alternatives should compete openly, and smaller and newer businesses

should be given a chance to compete. For new construction pro-

jects, the Commission favored maintaining at least two competing

conceptual designs, and felt that the proposed concept of the

end product should be a factor in selecting the A-E firm for the

final design effort.
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We have discussed these matters with OFPP and GSA officials.

OFPP officials have also expressed confidence that the A-109

framework could be applied by Public Buildings Service; GSA

officials, responsible for implementing A-109, on the other

hand, have said that they believe GSA accomplishes the spirit

of A-109 in its existing acquisition process. GSA objected to

the A-109 concept of a formal solicitation to industry based on

t"e approved mission need, and made the following comments:

--They feel formal competition is not necessary as GSA

has the in-house expertise to adequately identify and

consider alternatives and to arrive at the best

solutions.

--They feel the A-109 framework is tailored toward

acquisition involving resear-h and development and

the uncertainty inherent in these activities. They

believe this high level of uncertainty does not

exist in PBS activities.

--Statutory restrictions govern Public Buildings

Service activities and require Congressional

approval and fundirg before money can be spent

onil a lease or construction project exceeding

$500,000. Implementation of A-109 would require

changes to existing statutes.
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We have found no indication that GSA and OFPP are working together

or with the appropriate Congressional Committees to resolve these

issues.

You also requested that we address other specific areas.

Each acea is discussed below.

LEADERSHIP ROLE PLAYED BY GSA
IN ASSISTING OTHER AGENCIES

We found that for major acquisitions of other agencies, GSA

is taking the position, which by the way is consistent with OFPP

direction, that other agencies are responsible for insuring

compliance with A-109 for that portion of the acquisition

process occuring within the agency. GSA becomes the executive

agency for the construction or acquisition at some point in the

process, GSA would be responsible only for compliance with

A-109 for actions taken by GSA.

AGENCY REORGANIZATION TO
ACCOMMODATE A-109 REQUIREMENTS

To study and direct implementation of A-109, GSA initially

established a Systems Acquisition Office. This office prepared

a detailed plan for A-109 implementation and a draft GSA order

which, we believe, reflected the. acquisition framework intended

by A-109. The office was dissolved in mid-1977 after the

change in administrations. The order was not approved and the

implementation plan was not carried out, apparently because of

the GSA objections to the A-109 concept previously described.
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GSA's current organization for implementation of A-109

consists of the Acquisition Executive, who is the Deputy Adminis-

trator, a two-person staff in his offeie, and one person each

in the Public Buildings Service and in the Automated Data and

Telecommunications Service who have been assigned implementation

responsibilities in addition to his basic responsibilities.

Actions to date include two GSA orders (an agency wide order

and an order governing Public Buildings Service activities). A

third order is being prepared governing automated data and tele-

communications acquisitions and implementing instructions tor Public

Buildings Service activities are being prepared. As I said earlier,

we believe the completed actions do not call for any significant

change from the way GSA has conducted its PBS activities in the past.

You also requested that we examine training relative to

A-109 and GSA's plans regarding ongoing programs. We believe that

if GSA implements A-109 as currently planned, there would be littie

effect on ongoing programs and no need for new training

programs. Regardless, ten GSA officials have attended A-109

training conducted by the Federal Acquisition Institute and

about 37 GSA officials have heard a lecture on A-109 which was

presented at a Regional Commissioner'b meeting.

LEVEL OF EFFICieNCY OF
GSA'S SELF-SERVICE
STORES

On April 14, 1977, we reported that GSA self-service stores

were not providing agencies with efficient service and necessary

supplies.
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Among our findings were:

(1) Because of inefficiencies in inventory procedures

and repor ing of inventory price changes, GSA did not have good

control over the self-service stores stock. The lack of control

can prevent prompt detection of thefts. Store employees knew in

advance when inventories were to be taken and they participated.

in taking the inventories.

(2) The audit coverage of GSA stores was inadequate 
to

provide management with necessary information to judge the

effectiveness of store operations. although the number and

sales volume of self-service stores was increasing, the number

of audits performed each year was decreasing. During the

fiscal year 1972, 15 audits were made while only 5 audits were

made du-ing fiscal year 1974. No audits were performed during

fiscal year 1915. Fifty-four self-service stores were not

audited in three or Itore years. When audits were made, the

findings were quite significant.

(3) Items carried by self-service stores were arbi-

trarily determined by store managers. There was no systematic

method for determining what individual stores should carry.

(4) Customer agencies lacked good controls over purchases

made by their employees from the stores. They also failed to

control the issuance and usage of shopping plates. This leads

to impulsive buying of items nonessential to Government needs

or procurement of items for personal use.
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Based on our recommendations, GSA took action to improve

self-service store operations, such as the following:

--increased internal audit coverage to include the

review of each store at least once a year.

-- advised customer agencies of the need to control

their own purchases.

-- eliminated stockage of personal use items, such as

aspirin, styrofoam cups, facial tissue, and room

deodorizer s.

-- directed store managers to use more eco :omical

ordering techniques.

While these actions strengthened store operations, other

things remain to be done. For instance, despite planned

action to have knowledgeable personnel take inventories, GSA

claimed it was unable to do so because of funding constraints.

ADMINISTRATION OF REPAIR
CONTRACTS

In December 1976 we published a report ("Administration

of Repair Contracts Needs Improvement," PSAD-76-179) showing

that on all eight. time and material contracts in our audit

sample, contractors billed the Government for unauthorized

and unsupported labi. and material charges. The improper

charges went unchecked because GSA did not take corrective

action: although such charges had been made known to GSA in

its internal audit reports since 1973.
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We informed GSA of our findings and recommended detailed

reviews by GSA to determine and recover the total over-

charges to the Government. GSA started collection actions to

recover $$64,000 in overcharges. Examples of the over-

charges included:

--Labor costs for employees who did not work on the

GSA contracts.

--Contractors billed for materials which were not

used on the repair orders billed.

As a result of the situation disclosed t, our audit work,

three people were convicted in Federal court for false claims

payments on the repair contracts. A fourth person was awaiting

trial. Testimony during the trial in January 1978 disclosed

that invoices of as many as 15 fictitious companies weLe used to

bill the Government for non-existent parts used in repair of

Government equipment. One witness, who had already pleaded guilty,

stated that he had made his living since 1965 by submitting

phony claims co the Government on repair contracts. He said

he had worked for about 6 or 8 companies during those years.

GSA actions that have been taken to correct the deficienci]s

incllde:

--requirements for contractors to have a written procurement

system t- ensure that parts are purchased competitively;

-- reconcile labor hours with payroll records at least

auar terly;
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Also each GSA region has been instructed to review all

heavy equipment contracts and to implement followuE procedures

for reviewing contractor performance to include referral to the

GSA Office of Avtdits when their preliminary review so warrants.

Even though GSA took these actions, the kinds of fraud we

reported on have not been stopped as evidenced by your hearings

yesterday and by many media stories in the past several months.

Also, you asked that we be prepared to discuss spfcific

leasing and cc-nstruction programs, and GSA's construction

management program. With me is Mr. Joseph Normile of our

Logistics and Communications Division, who will present a state-

ment in these areas. After his statement, we will be happy

to answer any questions y u might have on our testimony.
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